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Love, Death And Soviet Spies: Boston Playwrights'
Theatre Stages Its First Opera, 'The Rosenbergs'
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It was like the Dreyfus Affair. The Sacco-Vanzetti Trial. Any of those singular
moments in history that polarize public opinion, which catapult the guilt or
innocence of the few into notoriety.

Story continues below
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Enter the Rosenbergs. In the 1950s, at the height of Cold War paranoia, the fate
of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg drove the left to see a government wielding
totalitarian authority, and drove the right to find “commies” in every closet.

History has colored the story with different shades — more subtle shades —
than the black-and-white, guilty-or-innocent depictions that first emerged when
the Rosenbergs were tried and executed for selling secrets to the Russians. But
no matter whether or not they were spies, whether or not the Russians got the
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bomb because of what they did, whether or not Ethel knew what Julius was
doing, the Rosenbergs were a couple. Devoted to each other, and to their
children.

That’s the story being told in “The Rosenbergs (An Opera)

The Rosenbergs (An Opera)

The Rosenbergs (An Opera)The Rosenbergs (An Opera),” a once timely subject
now in the political past, and the focus of the very first opera ever produced by
the Boston Playwrights’ Theatre.

Dmitry Troyanovsky directs the work, which was written by Danish composer
Joachim Holbek to a libretto by Rhea Leman, and premiered at Den Ny Opera in
Esbjerg, Denmark in 2015. “The Rosenbergs (An Opera)” runs at BPT’s home on
Commonwealth Avenue April 12 through 22, and has a second staging at
Brandeis University

Brandeis University

Brandeis UniversityBrandeis University April 27 through 29.

Neither Holbek nor Leman may be well known to American audiences, but they
have collaborated on multiple theater and film projects — mainly in Denmark —
for more than three decades. “It’s taken me some years to get this project going,”
says BPT artistic director Kate Snodgrass. “I’ve known about the libretto for a few
years, and Rhea and I have worked together before. I’d like her to be as well
known in North America as she is in Denmark.”

http://www.bu.edu/bpt/performances/the-rosenbergs-an-opera/
https://www.brandeis.edu/theater/productions/current-season/index.html


Holbek’s score reflects his various stage backgrounds. “As a composer, Holbek
crosses genres like film, and theater and opera,” says Troyanovsky. “We hear all
those influences in this score. There are elements of musical theater, but it’s
closer to Kurt Weill than it is to Gilbert and Sullivan.”

Here is a brief selection of Holbek’s film music, taken from the films “Misery
Harbour,” “Europa,” “Wilbur Wants to Kill Himself” and “The Kingdom.”

Kate Snodgrass at the Playwrights' Theatre in Boston. (Robin Lubbock/WBUR)



For BPT, mounting “The Rosenbergs” as its first opera production “made a lot of
sense because of the Rosenberg papers,” says Snodgrass. The couple’s
documented history is collected at Boston University’s Howard Gotlieb Archival
Research Center. But in addition to that scholarly connection, “this story
couldn’t be more relevant to today’s political climate,” she says.

Leman’s libretto does not by any means try to imply that the Rosenbergs’ spy
melodrama is somehow recurring. “This is no political treatise,” Snodgrass says.
“The opera is about how they met, their love for each other, their response to
leaving their children, and about facing death. The personal aspect makes the
surrounding events less important. This is about what they went through. They
weren’t icons; they were people.”



“The way the work is framed, the Rosenbergs inhabit a kind of metaphoric
purgatory space,” says Troyanovsky. “They need to be released by telling their
story. It’s been hijacked. We encounter them as human beings, rather than
masques or archetypes.

“The story doesn’t try to re-litigate. It’s about Ethel and Julius, two people caught
up in the grinding machine of history.”

Dmitry Troyanovsky directs "The Rosenbergs (An Opera)."
(Courtesy Mike Lovett)
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Casting and staging are simple: the music is set for trio, who will perform
onstage: Nathan Urdangen (piano), Abigale Reisman (violin) and Miriam
Eckelhoefer (cello). Soprano Christie Lee Gibson sings the role of Ethel
Rosenberg, and baritone Brian Church her husband Julius. Cristi Catt provides
musical direction.

“It’s an interesting challenge to keep the story moving when it’s very much about
the past,” Troyanovsky says. “It does not have a traditional opera plot. The story
is told through memory, and in a certain way, guilt or innocence doesn’t matter.
Don’t expect truths, don’t expect facts.

“I think we are living in a similar moment. We have people on every side who are
today’s Rosenbergs — people who may or may not be motivated purely and
righteously, but who become pawns. And some become martyrs.”

“The Rosenbergs” runs April 12-22 at the Boston Playwrights’ Theatre

Boston Playwrights’ Theatre

Boston Playwrights’ TheatreBoston Playwrights’ Theatre and from April
27-29 at Spingold Theater Center at Brandeis University

Brandeis University

Brandeis UniversityBrandeis University.
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Ethan Zuckerman: Facebook's Apologies Are 'Long Overdue'
As Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg prepares to testify before Congress this
week, Ethan Zuckerman, director of the Center for Civic Media at MIT, joined
Morning Edition to talk about Zuckerberg...

Bostonomix 05:52 35 mins ago

Some Mount Ida College Students Say School Closure Leaves Them Without A
Clear Path Forward
After learning that Mount Ida College would merge with the University of
Massachusetts system, many students are still not sure what it means for their
futures.

Edify 02:19 1 hour ago

Forecast: A Few Showers And Cool, But Milder Later This Week
Some showers and possibly wet snow today, but some warmer weather is on its
way for the weekend.

WBUR News 2 hours ago
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Amid Uncertainty Over Maine Pot Legislation, Some Would-Be Growers Move
To Mass.
Cash-rich marijuana growers are snapping up warehouse space in Portland. But
some would-be growers are moving on from Maine to Massachusetts.

WBUR News 04:13 3 hours ago

James Comey Is A National Disgrace
If the former FBI director wants so desperately to be seen as a stand-up guy,
writes Steve Almond, he should apologize for his gross misjudgments. Then he
should be quiet.

Cognoscenti 3 hours ago

Why It's Time To Regulate Social Media
Experience tells us that Silicon Valley's good intentions aren’t necessarily
adequate safeguards, writes Rich Barlow.

Cognoscenti 3 hours ago

Lyric Stage Company Slices Through The Fog Of O’Neill’s 'Anna Christie'
“Anna Christie” is somewhat clunky and arcane, but almost 100 years after it was
written, in the light of #MeToo, the play seems positively prescient, writes critic
Carolyn Clay.
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A Fascinating 'Miss Holmes' Makes Clear Traditional Gender Roles Wasted
Women's Potential
The mysterious and multilayered crime drama imagines Sherlock Holmes and Dr.
Watson as women living in Victorian England.

The ARTery Apr 9, 2018
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Authorities say police in Massachusetts have shot and injured a man who was brandishing a
large knife at officers.

WBUR News Apr 9, 2018

Forecast: Warm Air Is Coming
This week will feature chilly temperatures at the beginning and a brief warm-up
towards the end of the week before it turns colder later this weekend.

WBUR News Apr 9, 2018
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